
 

 

Popular storage device with Fujifilm 
quality 

All of our cards are Type I and come with 
a five year warranty. We currently offer 
three speed ranges of card. 12x is more 
widely used in consumer/non-
professional cameras. The 20x and 40x 
cards are more widely used in 
professional cameras that create larger 
file sizes. (150kb per second = 1x)  

 

 

   
         

x12 Speed: 
       

16MB
 

P10N072030A
 

32MB
 

P10N072040A
 

64MB
 

P10N072050A
 

128MB
 

P10N072680A
 

256MB
 

P10N072690A
 

x20 Speed: 
       

   



128MB P10N072140A 

256MB 
 

P10N072300A
 

512MB 
 

P10N072310A
 

1GB 
 

P10N072650A
 

x40 Speed: 
       

256MB
 

P10N074900A
 

512MB
 

P10N074910A
 

1GB
 

P10N074920A
 

2GB
 

P10N074930A
 

 

Q: What is CompactFlash™? 

A: CompactFlash™ is a NAND based flash memory storage device. 
CompactFlash™ does not require a battery to retain data. The cards have a 50 pin 
interface and comply with the PC Card ATA specification. In effect a 
CompactFlash™ card is a solid-state hard disks. 
CompactFlash™ is rugged and reliable and is used in a variety of applications 
including PDA’s, digital cameras and notebooks. The cards are made to operate with 
dual voltages (3.3 & 5V). 

Q: What is the difference between Type I and Type II CompactFlash™? 

A: CompactFlash™ type I is 3.3mm thick where as Type II is 5.0mm thick. Type I 
cards will fit in and are compatible with Type II sockets but due to the extra thickness 
Type II will only fit in Type II sockets. 

Q: What do the "times" figures (eg. x8, x40) mean on the card? 

A: These figures denote the card's speed of information writing and reading. 
Obviously, this depends greatly on the ability of the device to transmit or request 
information, which is why you should check the requirements of the camera/device 
prior to choosing your card.  

Q: How many pictures can I store on my flash card? 



A: The number of pictures that can be stored depends on;  

l The resolution (CCD ppi) of your cameras - Higher resolution images produce 
larger files.  

l The setting on your camera - fine/normal/hi-res.  
l The type of image compression used on your camera.  
l The subject you are photographing - If your camera uses compression the 

amount of detail in a picture will affect the final file size. Compare a picture of 
a car with a white background and a picture of a car in front of a forest.  

If you know the average file size of your pictures on, say, the normal setting, you can 
work out the rough number pictures you can get onto a card of a given capacity. 
If your camera on average produces pictures of 200K. 16,000/200 will give you the 
number of pictures on a 16MB card (1MB equals approximately 1000K). That is 80 

Q: If flash cards are re-usable, why would I ever need more than one card? 

A: If a flash card it used properly will give many years of service. You could probably 
get away with just having one. But it you invest in 2 or 3 your flexibility is increased.  

l Use extra cards when it is impractical to download your pictures, before the 
card reusing the card - e.g. on holiday, or on the move.  

l You can use the higher resolution setting on your camera-, as higher 
resolution images require more space.  

l Take more shots of your subject and select the best one. Without having to 
delete unwanted images straight away.  

l In case your only card gets damaged.  
l You can backup normal data files -like spreadsheets on to a flash card if you 

have an adapter or reader.  

Q: How can I transfer the data from my card to a computer? 

A: There are a number of ways.  

l Connect your device via a serial cable to your computer. This normally 
requires the loading of software that came with the device. This is a common 
method if you do not need to download that often or quickly. Using a serial 
cable is slow and can use up battery power. Using a USB cable is much 
quicker. (if you have the correct software and port on your PC)  

l Connect your flash card into a PCMCIA (PC card) adapter and insert this 
adapter and card into a PCMCIA socket either into a PCMCIA reader on a PC 
or a slot in your notebook (most notebooks have one). This is a quick, cost 
effective way especially if you are on the move. Using at the ATA interface 
your flash card is seen as another drive.  



l Some printers can print directly from a CompactFlash™ Card without the use 
of a computer.  

l Buy a reader USB or Parallel depending on your system for your flash card. A 
reader is a device that is connected to your PC. Flash cards are then inserted 
into the reader. This is a quick and easy way of transferring data up 40x 
quicker than using a serial cable. Your card appears as an extra drive. Your 
reader can also be a handy back-up device.  

l CompactFlash™ Reader  
l ATA Card Reader you can also use a CompactFlash™ card with the relevant 

adapter)  
l Dual reader - Normally Smartmedia and CompactFlash™ (Ideal, if you use 

both formats, or want to transfer from one format to another)  

Q: Is Fuji CompactFlash™ USB enabled? 

A: Our CompactFlash™ is not USB enabled. No cameras on the market today 
require the CompactFlash™ to be USB enabled. Currently only one device the Lexar 
Jump shot requires this added feature. Unfortunately this means that Fuji 
CompactFlash™ will not work with this device, however it is compatible with all other 
readers. 

Q: What voltage are Fuji CompactFlash™ cards? 

A: Fuji CompactFlash™ cards are dual voltage and can be used in both 3.3v and 5v 
applications. The host device determines which voltage the card will operate at. 

Q: I have purchased one of your 16Mb cards and when I format it in my Card reader it 
shows less than 16Mb, is my card faulty? 

A: This is quite normal as the advertised size is the total capacity of the card. When 
you format the card File Allocation Tables (FAT) are saved which is the difference in 
the figures you are seeing. 

Q: My battery ran out whilst taking a picture and now I cannot access the images on my 
card? 

A: Unfortunately if you lose power whilst accessing the memory card to either save 
an image or delete an image you will destroy the formatting of the card. You will not 
have physically damaged the card; you can reinitialise the card in the camera but by 
doing this you will lose any images you have stored. 
A pre-emptive solution to this is to only download images to your computer with a 
mains power adapter attached to your camera or by using a reader. Also if you are 
away from home and unable to download images use more than 1 CompactFlash™ 
card, also replace the batteries when they are low. 



When I put my CompactFlash™ card in to my camera it gives an error message? 

A: This is normally due to an error in the formatting of the CompactFlash™ card. To 
solve the issue you need to re-format the card either in your camera or in a 
reader/writer. However if you format your card you will lose any data/picture that are 
held on it. 

 

 

 

 
 
  Independent research by BMRB confirms that more people in the UK own a Fujifilm digital camera than any other brand.
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